Spatially resolved lateral transmission measurements to characterize changes in the scattering coefficient and the anisotropy factor
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Abstract
A new setup is described to characterize the scattering coefficient and the scattering phase function of liquid media. The setup utilizes the basic idea of a spatially resolved reflectance measurement combined with a sophisticated illumination geometry. The sample is illuminated parallel and close to the interface of the sample and a glass window to get information from single scattered and multiple scattered light. By illuminating the sample with a fiber orientated with the axis parallel to the glass surface, small distances to the source can be examined unimpeded by the illumination beam. The derived information is for example not only sensitive to the concentration of the scatterers but also to the size of the scattering particles. We present the setup including the theory to describe the light propagation in the whole configuration by Monte Carlo simulations. The validation has been done with polystyrene microsphere dispersions with different scattering coefficients. As application for the developed setup we show measurements of different milk samples which vary in concentration of fat, protein and in fat droplet size during homogenization process. By measuring milk, we show the ability of the sensor to determine information about the scattering phase function without diluting the sample. For sensors in the dairy industry a measurement with no pre-processing and no diluting of the sample is worthwhile, because this can be used to determine the fat and protein concentration on-line.
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Introduction
Over the past years it has been shown that it is useful to characterize turbid media by separating the scattering and the absorption properties of a sample. This is e.g. important to describe the light propagation in different media properly. There are many methods to determine the (reduced) scattering coefficient $\mu_s'$ and the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ by e.g. measuring the spatially resolved reflectance, the total reflectance, detecting the reflected and transmitted light with an integrating sphere, detecting reflected light in the time domain or with photon density wave spectroscopy.

The radiative transfer theory (radiative transfer equation, RTE) can be used to describe the light propagation in scattering media and hence determine the reduced scattering and the absorption coefficient. To get information about the scattering phase function of the particles, goniometric measurements can be performed on samples with low scattering coefficients. There are already approaches for lateral measurements, but in the setup described in Berrocal et al., also low scattering coefficients are needed. Vaudelle et al. describes calculations for layered media, but no measurements are presented.

The goal of this work was the design of a setup which helps detecting information from the scattering phase function and the scattering coefficient of highly scattering liquid samples. The need of such a setup emerged e.g. in measuring and characterizing milk samples. For fat emulsions like milk, a dilution of the sample changes the concentration.
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of the emulsifier and hence can change the stability of the emulsion, like the droplet size including the scattering behavior\textsuperscript{20,21,22,23}. To determine the optical properties of milk properly, the certain way is to measure milk undiluted which is the advantage of the presented setup. Since the fat droplet size and the fat concentration affect the scattering behavior in milk, it is necessary to separate both influences. In this work, we present a setup to measure the lateral transmission spatially resolved including the theoretical description of the light propagation in the setup by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The MC simulations were then used to examine the influence of the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu_s'$, the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$, the anisotropy factor $g$ and the scattering phase function on the detected 2D intensity pattern. Here, two exemplary wavelengths were chosen. First, 405 nm as a wavelength in the blue and second, 635 nm in the red wavelength range, because we expect a different behavior for these wavelengths for small particles around hundreds of nanometer in diameter compared to larger particles having a diameter of a few micrometers. To get more spectroscopic information, the wavelengths could be varied systematically through the whole UV/VIS wavelength range. Furthermore, in the result section, measurements of polystyrene (PS) microsphere dispersions with different PS concentrations and hence with different reduced scattering coefficients $\mu_s'$ are presented to validate the setup. At the end of the result section, different milk measurements are shown. The milk samples vary in fat concentration, protein concentration and in fat droplet size. The changes in the detected signal arising by changing the individual parameters are presented.

**Experimental setup**

In order to investigate the light propagation close to the source a sample container with a glass window was designed. A cuvette was printed using black acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), which is a thermoplastic polymer often used for 3D prints. In Fig. 1, a schematic of the setup with the cuvette is shown. A CCD camera (QSI 640, Quantum Scientific Imaging, Mississippi, US) was used in combination with a lens and a pinhole capturing the transmitted light through a cover slip fixed in the cuvette with a thickness of 150 μm. A blue laser diode with 405 nm and a red laser diode with 635 nm (both TOPAG Lasertechnik GmbH, Germany) were used as light sources, which were connected to the sample cuvette through an optical fiber with 105 μm core diameter and 0.10 numerical aperture. The fiber was attached to the cuvette in a drilled hole about 250 μm below the surface of the window by an epoxy resin adhesive, so the sample is illuminated from the side and the transmitted light is detected perpendicular through the glass window. In the figure, a generic simulation of the light is depicted on the glass surface where the light emerges the sample.

**Materials and Methods**

**Materials**

Polystyrene microspheres For validation measurements, commercially available polystyrene microspheres were used (Microparticles GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The particles were dispersed in water. The dispersions were prepared in three different concentrations and measured by the lateral transmission setup as well as by an integrating sphere setup and a collimated transmission setup to determine the scattering coefficient and the reduced scattering coefficient. The results of the last two methods were used to control the scattering behavior and to verify Mie theory calculations which were necessary to get the scattering phase function for the MC simulations. For the Mie calculations, the refractive index of the particles was taken from the literature\textsuperscript{24} and the size of the particles was given by the manufacturer ($d_{\text{mean}} = 4.43 \mu m$). The refractive index was multiplied by a factor of 1.0001 to describe the $\mu_s$ and $\mu_s'$ measurements properly. A log-normal distribution for the particle size was assumed in the way that the scattering cross section was calculated for some grid points of the distribution and then summarized to the total scattering coefficient. The concentrations of the particle dispersion was chosen such that the reduced scattering coefficient was about 1 mm\textsuperscript{-1}, 2 mm\textsuperscript{-1} and 3 mm\textsuperscript{-1} at the wavelength of 600 nm. Further about 2 μL sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution was given to the sample to make sure no agglomeration or other surface effects are changing the scattering behavior. Before each
measurement the sample had been put in an ultrasonic bath for about 30 min.

**Milk samples** Different milk samples were used to check the usability of the newly developed setup. Three main milk sorts were used: skim milk, heavy cream and raw milk. They were mixed in different ways to reach different fat and protein concentrations. The size of the fat droplets was changed by homogenization of the raw milk. The sample preparation and the homogenization process was performed as already described in an earlier publication.

**Monte Carlo simulations**

For the MC simulations, the scattering phase functions and the scattering coefficients $\mu_s$ were calculated by Mie theory and controlled with measurements with an integrating sphere setup. The light source was simulated as an optical fiber with a core diameter of $105\,\mu m$ and a numerical aperture of 0.10. The illumination fiber was attached to the volume perpendicular to the $yz$ plane in positive $x$ direction. The detector was orientated perpendicular to the incident beam and detects the photons which leave the sample volume in negative $z$ direction through the $xy$ plane. A schematic of the geometry and a simulated path is shown in Fig. 2. At the surface of the scattering volume a thin glass window ($d = 150\,\mu m$) was located. Without this glass window a meniscus to the border in the $yz$ plane would disturb the surface. For the glass layer the refractive index was given by the manufacturer to be $n = 1.5255$. Also a low scattering and low absorption coefficient was assumed as $\mu'_s = 0.0001\, mm^{-1}$ and $\mu_a = 0.0001\, mm^{-1}$ as well as a Hensey-Greenstein (HG) scattering phase function with an anisotropy factor $g = 0.6$, since the scattering is low the value of the anisotropy factor will carry no weight. The optical properties of the cuvette were assumed to be $n = 1.48$, $\mu'_s = 1\, mm^{-1}$, $\mu_a = 1\, mm^{-1}$ and also with a HG scattering phase function with $g = 0.6$. These values were assumed to be similar to the optical properties of black epoxy resin, which is often used as optical phantom and well investigated in our group. The optical fiber was located $280\,\mu m$ below the glass layer. In the simulations, the transmitted light through the glass window was detected spatially resolved by a CCD chip through a system of a lens ($f = 50\,mm$, Position $z = -99.1\,mm$) and an aperture ($d = 8.3\,mm$, Position $z = -115\,mm$) which images the glass-sample-interface. The distance between the glass window and the CCD chip was 200 mm. With the real detector geometry only a small part of simulated photons reach the detector. Hence, it was necessary to find a method to get a good statistics without changing any geometry. A variance reduction method was implemented since a different detector geometry (like detecting all transmitted photons) would falsify the result, because the aperture of the camera also influences the shape of the 2D pattern. Therefore a method called "last flight estimation" was used.

We found a deviation of the measurements compared to the simulations for the PS samples with different scattering coefficients. It turned out that this deviation can be explained by changing the fiber diameter of the illumination. For the presented simulations a fiber diameter of $200\,\mu m$ has been used instead of $105\,\mu m$. This parameter affects mainly the intensity profile at small distances to the illumination. Since the bare fiber was glued into a drilled hole using epoxy resin, this larger diameter can be explained by light coupling into the glue. Consequently, a larger effective fiber diameter illuminates the sample.

**Results**

**Pre-calculations for changing scattering phase function**

To check the sensitivity of the detected signal to changes in the scattering phase function, we simulated the intensity profile for several media with different types of scattering phase...
functions $p(\vartheta)$ and alternating anisotropy factors

$$g = \frac{\int_0^\pi p(\vartheta) \cos \vartheta \sin \vartheta \, d\vartheta}{\int_0^\pi p(\vartheta) \sin \vartheta \, d\vartheta}$$

\[(1)\]

with $\vartheta$ as scattering angle. We assumed two different samples with two types of scatterers, milk fat and casein micelles. For each type the scattering phase function was calculated by Mie theory. For milk fat, a size of 3.5 $\mu$m was assumed for the mean diameter of the particles and a log-normal distribution with a width of 0.16. These sizes correspond to the size of fat particles in raw milk\(^{19}\). For casein micelles, a mean diameter of 200 nm was assumed with a width of 0.15 for the log-normal distribution. The calculated scattering phase functions result in anisotropy factors of 0.97 for milk fat and 0.63 for casein micelles. To compare them with other scattering phase functions, the simulations have also been done with an HG scattering phase function for the same anisotropy factors of $g = 0.97$ and $g = 0.63$. The reduced scattering coefficient had been fixed to 3 $\text{mm}^{-1}$ and the absorption coefficient to 0.001 $\text{mm}^{-1}$ for all simulations. In Fig. 3, the intensity along the center line, which is the line along the extended fiber axis, is plotted against the distance to the edge of the cuvette for all four simulations. The

in a shift of the intensity peak to larger distances for both scattering phase functions. For the smaller anisotropy factor $g = 0.63$, the difference between the two types of scattering phase functions is smaller than for $g = 0.97$. The HG phase function deviates from the Mie theory phase function for small scattering angles, especially for large anisotropy factor like $g = 0.97$, which explains the larger deviations of the signal for an higher anisotropy factor. Hence, a change in the anisotropy factor as well as in the scattering phase function can be detected with this setup. Another approach would be the examination of the influence of the phase function parameter $\gamma$ or higher moments. For example, the $\gamma$ values for the presented HG scattering phase functions with $g = 0.63$ and $g = 0.97$ are $\gamma = 1.63$ and $\gamma = 1.97$, respectively. As a higher moment the $\sigma$ parameter introduced by Bodenschatz et al.\(^{30}\) can be used. The values are $\sigma = 0.9860$ and $\sigma = 1.1019$ for the HG scattering phase functions with $g = 0.63$ and $g = 0.97$, respectively. For a further examination the different scattering phase function types should be simulated with a constant $\gamma$ or $\sigma$. Such examinations were already published in the spatial domain and the spatial frequency domain\(^{30}\).

**PS dispersion**

To validate the setup, three different concentrations of PS dispersions were measured. The samples were measured successively with the lateral transmission setup using both illumination wavelengths. The results of the measurements were compared to MC simulations. The comparison of the 2D images as contour plots are shown in Fig. 4. Here, the intensity is plotted logarithmically, so each iso-intensity line correspond to 0.2 orders of magnitude. The contour plots show that the measured intensity profile for different scattering coefficients is described well by the MC simulations. The intensity pattern gets more ovaly shaped for lower concentrations and hence lower scattering coefficients. The same behavior is described in the simulation. To have a closer look on the patterns, the center line of the measured 2D image was calculated. Therefore, the intensity pattern was divided into the even and odd part. These parts can be calculated for each point along the x-axis. The center line was positioned at the x-value for which the odd part is zero, which gives the position with the highest symmetrical part. Then the intensity along the center line is plotted versus the distance to the illumination point. To get better statistics we plotted the mean value of 9 pixel columns around the center line. For better comparability the intensity was normalized to the maximum of the curve. In Fig. 5, the intensity curves for the lowest concentration
Figure 4. Comparison of 2D intensity images as contour plots for three different samples with decreasing concentration from left to right. The measurements are shown in green color (dashed lines) and the simulations to each measurement in orange color (solid lines).

with two different illumination wavelengths are shown exemplarily. In the upper and lower part of the figure the intensity for the 405 nm and 635 nm illumination is given, respectively. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three measurements of the same sample. In between these measurements, the cuvette was removed from the setup and the sample was refilled. The measurements show a good reproducibility. In the case of the 405 nm illumination, we get less signal for larger distances compared to the 635 nm illumination. In both cases, the width of the intensity peak and the slope during the decrease are well described by the simulations.

Milk samples

A possible application field for such a setup is the characterization of milk. In case of raw milk, the fat particle sizes vary for each cow and during the milking process and so the scattering behavior can change with constant fat or protein content. An advantage of the presented setup is that information of the particle size can be measured without diluting the sample. As a first proof of principles we measured different milk samples with varying fat and protein contents and varying particles sizes.

In order to test the sensors’s sensitivity to fat and protein concentration, we mixed homogenized skim milk and homogenized heavy cream. In combination with water we produced a sample pattern with different fat and protein contents. The fat content varied between 1 % to 5 % and the protein content between 2 % to 4 %. The raw data of the 2D images (635 nm illumination) detected with the CCD camera are shown in Fig. 6 on the left in logarithmic scale. To get a better idea of the impact for varying fat and protein content, we calculated the relative deviation of the intensity to the sample with mid-fat content and mid-protein content. These images are shown in Fig. 6 on the right side. It can clearly be seen that a change in fat content dominates the shape of the image. This can be found along the vertical line of the shown grid. The contour of the intensity profile gets more roundish for a higher fat content. The effect of changing protein can hardly be seen even in the relative images. The intensity along the center axis is plotted versus the distance to the fiber again averaged over the 9 middle columns. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The strong dependence on the fat content can also be seen in this depiction, especially for the small distances. However, for larger distance a dependency on the protein content can be found as well. A change of about 1 % in protein content does not change the intensity maximum in
Figure 6. 2D images of the remitted light of the lateral transmission setup for five different milk samples with varying fat and protein content. In the left part of the figure the raw intensity data is shown in logarithmic scaling. In the horizontal line the protein content is changing and in the vertical line the fat content is. In the right part the change in the images is emphasized by taking the signal relative to the sample with the mid-fat concentration and mid-protein concentration (sample in the center of the pattern).

Figure 7. Intensity along the center line of the 2D images (635 nm illumination) averaged over 9 columns around the center line plotted versus the distance to the illumination position. For the plots red, blue and purple (circles, diamonds and stars) the protein content was constant. For the colors green, blue and orange (squares, diamonds and triangles) the fat content was constant.

Figure 8. Intensity along the center line of the 2D images (405 nm illumination) for three raw milk samples after different homogenization steps. The intensity is plotted versus the distance to the illumination position. The homogenization degree is increase from the blue curve (squares) over the green curve (diamonds) to the red curve (circles) and hence the droplet size was lowered for these samples.

a systematic way, but for larger distances a systematic change can be seen.

To examine the influence of fat droplet size, milk samples were produced with fresh raw milk. Two samples of the raw milk were then homogenized for 4 min and 10 min. For better lucidity we refrain from showing all 2D images of the measured samples. In the case of changing droplet sizes, we want to highlight the effect during homogenization for the illumination with 405 nm. In Fig. 8, the intensity along the center line as described in preceding sections is plotted. The change in particle size droplet affects the width of the intensity peak on the whole distance range. These results show that varying fat droplet size result in a different signal with the presented setup. Since the absolute value of the maximum is not influenced, varying fat droplet sizes should be separable from varying fat concentrations. However, a change in droplet size with constant volume concentration results in a different reduced scattering coefficient as well. So not only the scattering phase function is affected as assumed in the simulations presented in the ‘pre-calculations’ section, but also the scattering coefficient.

Conclusion

In this work, a new setup for the examination of scattering liquid samples had been described. In the setup the sample was illuminated laterally with two wavelengths in small
distance and parallel to a surface which was imaged by the
CCD chip of a camera. The light propagation in the setup
was calculated by MC simulations which are numerical exact
solutions of the radiative transfer equation. The simulations
showed that the detected signal is sensitive to the scattering
phase function also for highly scattering and undiluted
samples. The setup was verified by polystyrene microspheres
and then applied to different milk samples.

By applying the MC simulations, the exact geometry could
be considered. These simulations showed that the setup is
sensitive to changes in the scattering phase function. By
comparing measurements and simulations of PS microsphere
samples we could show that the theory describes the light
propagation in the setup well. The simulations describe not
only the intensity decrease along the incident beam axis
but also the 2D intensity pattern which was imaged by the
CCD camera for three samples with different scattering
coefficients. To give an application for such a setup, different
milk samples were analyzed. Milk is a medium in which
the fat droplet size changes for each cow, for instance, and
hence the scattering phase function, but also the scattering
coefficient for different concentrations of the scatterers
varies. The used milk samples varied in fat concentration,
protein concentration and fat droplet size. Each variation
produced a different detected intensity pattern. An important
result is that a change in fat droplet size affects the
intensity decrease in a different way as a change in fat
concentration. This is important since a separation of these
parameters can help measuring the fat concentration of raw
milk without any dilution or pre-treatment necessary. In
the last years, milk has often been measured by different
diffuse reflectance measurements, partly the idea of an oblique illumination has already been applied. Our setup differs from these measurements since it is
more sensitive to changes in the scattering phase function
and the anisotropy factor. The advantage of the lateral
transmission setup over the oblique incident reflectometry
is the independence over surface roughness. A possible
approach to determine the optical properties of milk
quantitatively would be the training of a neural network.
Therefore, by simulating a large set of milk samples, the
relevant areas of the intensity patterns characterizing the
fat and protein contents should be determined. Another
advantage of the use of a neural network would be the
fast analysis once the network is trained. Another approach
is the determination by chemometrical methods like
already reported in literature. For more spectroscopic
information, the illumination wavelengths could be varied
systematically over a larger wavelength range. With further
simulations and examinations of the optical properties of
milk, the idea of this setup can be helpful to create a
calibration free method to determine the fat and protein
content in milk during the whole milk production process.
Also for other liquid samples, especially emulsions, this
setup can be useful to get information about the scattering
phase function. Especially, because due to measurement at
the side of the sample, the method is less prone to error
by surface roughness compared to measurements on top
of the sample. In the case of goniometric measurements
low values of the scattering coefficients times the thickness
are necessary, which can be achieved most commonly by
dilution of the sample or using thin slabs or cylinders. For
emulsions a dilution can change the droplet size in the
sample and the measurement through a thin slab or cylinder
can cause hygienic difficulties in a milk process line. A
dilution of the sample or a bypass through a thin slab in the
process line is not necessary for the presented method, which
is another great advantage of the lateral transmission setup.
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